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Dear Parents  

I would usually be writing a welcome back newsletter, but unfortunately this is not the case at 
the moment! I hope you are all keeping safe and well. You have all been in my thoughts during this 
worrying time. However, we have been blessed with some amazing weather so at least we have 
been lucky to be in the garden getting some fresh air and exercise.    

If we had been returning to school we would have been learning...  

English 

Our genre for this half term would have been ‘Super Heroes’! So I challenge your child to write a 
fantasy story based on their favourite super hero or maybe they could make up their own super 
hero with special powers! They need to try and make their story successful by remembering the 
following: 

Story mountain structure/plan 

Think about your character’s and use super adjectives to describe them 

Story setting—where is your story set?  

Punctuation 

Paragraphs 

Presentation!  

Maths  

Following the White Rose long term plan we would have covered:  

Position and direction 

Measurement: Time, Mass and Capacity 

Recapped all calculations: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division  

Daily practice of 2’s 3’s 5’s 10’s times tables!  

Science 

We would have continued with animal life cycles: frog and butterfly  

Continue with healthy eating; We had been planning to make a ’healthy kebab’ - Can you have a go? 
What fruit would you have in your kebab?  

Could you write down the instructions on how you made it? Don’t forget to include your time con-
junctions: First, Then, Next and Finally  

Topic 

If you have an atlas at home practice looking up the world’s 7 continents and 5 oceans. Use google 
earth to locate the 4 countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom.  

You could use your knowledge on hot and cold climates to do a project on comparing a hot and cold 
country.  

P.E 

Try and do your ‘daily mile’ round your garden!  

Don’t forget www.ictgames.co.uk to practice interactive phonics and maths!  

Above all else please stay safe...I miss you all...hopefully we will be together again soon!  

From Mrs Masson 

Robins Class Teacher  


